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Credit risk is the most significant operation risk for the commercial banks 
in China. Since the major asset of banks is loan, the majority of the credit risk 
is formed by loan risk. The ratio of non-performing loans of domestic 
commercial banks are much higher than that of the reputable banks in 
developed countries，and the capital reserves of some of the domestic 
commercial banks are below the minimum level required by China Banking 
Regulatory Ministry. The credit risk management of domestic commercial 
banks is laid on the use of qualitative analysis to specify, assess, prevent and 
control the credit risk; while most of the reputable international banks use 
modern credit risk models to assess credit risk of loan as well as applying the 
credit risk models in their daily operation. 
It is significant to study advanced credit risk models used by international 
banks. Making research on the theory and methodology of credit risk model 
and applying it to the practice of risk management will, in both theoretical and 
practical fields, significantly improve the standard of credit risk management 
and quality of our commercial banks' assets as well as prevent and resolve 
financial crisis. 
In this dissertation the practices of domestic commercial banks was 
considered and a comparative research method was used for a systematic and 
thoroughly research on credit risk models, and the application of them in the 
operation of domestic commercial banks. This dissertation was started from 
the brief of the current situation of the credit risk management of domestic 
commercial banks, followed by the description and comments on the major 
methods used by domestic commercial banks in assess and control credit risks 
and the weaknesses of these methods. Then it briefly introduces the forces of 
the development and application of credit risk models in international banks of 














Metrics Model, which is more practical under the current situation of the 
domestic commercial banks in China, and analyze the difference of the four 
models and make the comment about the advantage and the disadvantage of 
each model. Finally, we give the suggestion for applying the Credit Metrics 
Model in the operation of domestic commercial banks by analyzing the 
practical problems, the solutions and the strategies. 
With the purpose to improve the credit risk management and promote the 
healthy and orderly development of not only the banking system but also the 
whole financial system, this dissertation catches the importance of enhancing 
the quality of loan assets by commercial banks in China and provide a 
systematic research on how to apply the credit risk control models in the 
practice of domestic banks in China. 
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信贷矩阵模型(Credit Metrics)、KMV公司的KMV模型、CSFP（Credit Suisse 
Financial Products）的信用风险+模型(Credit Risk Plus)和McKinsey









































































































































马坚、张卫朋、刘新梅在其研究中对Credit Metrics、Credit Risk +和
KMV 模型进行了比较分析，认为模型可起到防止集中授信, 可为具体的
                                                        
①A1tman,E.I., Anthony Saunders, Credit Risk Measurement: Development over the Last Twenty 
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